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Abstract—We investigate the impact of time diversity and
space-time diversity schemes on the traffic capacity of large-scale
wireless networks with low-cost radios. Especially, we analyze
the tradeoff between relaying gain and increased interference
due to additional traffic. The results of a simulation-based study
imply that cooperative relaying with selection combining shows
benefits for low interference scenarios. For high traffic, however,
higher-order modulation schemes outperform the investigated
cooperative relaying scenario due to lower interference.
Index Terms—Cooperative relaying, interference, network capacity, Rayleigh fading.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND M OTIVATION
Cooperative relaying is a promising technique to mitigate
the negative effects of multipath propagation. It can be applied
to both relay-enhanced cellular systems and infrastructureless ad hoc networks. Although the past years have seen a
tremendous amount of research in this area [1], the majority
of work was limited to scenarios with at most four nodes.
Questions regarding impact and requirements of cooperative
relaying in large networks have not been addressed sufficiently.
Our goal is to evaluate cooperative relaying from a networking
perspective and address questions such as: What is the impact
of cooperative relaying on the overall network performance?
From a physical layer perspective, cooperative relaying can
increase the point-to-point throughput between two nodes. If
we consider, however, a network of many nodes, these gains
do not come for free. From a network perspective, the relay
transmissions cause additional interference to adjacent nodes.
Assuming low-cost radios, which have neither MIMO nor sophisticated combining techniques, this additional interference
reduces the spatial reuse of radio resources in interferencelimited networks.
The goal of this paper is to analyze the network traffic
capacity (in terms of subsequent transmissions) if cooperative
relaying is used and the node density is high. We compare
conventional direct transmission, time-diversity direct transmission, and cooperative relaying by simulations in a Rayleigh
block fading channel. In particular, we investigate the tradeoff
between exploiting diversity and additional interference caused
by this diversity.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II defines the
modeling assumptions and explains the transmission methods.
Section III contains the setup and the results of the performance evaluation. Next, Section IV covers related work.
Finally, Section V concludes.

II. M ODELING A SSUMPTIONS
A. Channel Model
We assume that each node has the same transmission power
pt and the same receiver sensitivity pmin
r . The wireless channel
is modeled with a distance-dependent path loss and Rayleigh
fading caused by multipath propagation.
For a given receiver, the average power received from a
node i located at distance di from the receiver is given by
(
)−α
di
p̄r,i = pt gref ·
(1)
dref
with pathloss exponent α and a reference gain gref at a
reference distance dref . In the following, we set dref = 1 m
and assume gref = 1, such that (1) simplifies to
p̄r,i = pt · d−α
i

(2)

with the distance di normalized to meters.
Caused by multipath propagation, several radio waves superimpose vectorially at the receiver. Hence, the scalar amplitude
of the signal is Rayleigh distributed. Thus, the instantaneous
power received from node i is an exponentially distributed
random variable, with probability density function (pdf)
(
)
1
x
fpr,i (x) =
· exp −
.
(3)
p̄r,i
p̄r,i
We assume that the channel state does not change during
a single transmission (block fading) and that the channel
coherence time is similar for all scenarios.
B. Node Placement Model
We consider a network with n nodes randomly distributed
on a rectangular area of size A. Let λ := n/A denote the
density of the nodes. The distance d between two nodes
is determined using a wrap-around distance metric to avoid
border effects [2].
This paper uses both a homogeneous and an inhomogeneous node distribution. When using a homogeneous node
distribution, all nodes are randomly placed in the system area
sampling from a uniform distribution.
The inhomogeneous node distribution is generated following
the process presented in [3]. It is based on thinning of a
homogeneous node distribution. For all nodes the numbers
of neighbors within a predefined range ρ are determined, and

all nodes with less than k neighbors are deleted. To obtain
an inhomogeneous distribution with n nodes, the underlying
homogeneous distribution must have a significantly higher
number of nodes n0 ≫ n. The number of nodes surviving
the thinning process depends on the parameters ρ and k. It
can be estimated by
(
)
Γ(k, ρ2 πn0 /A)
E(n) = n0 1 −
,
(4)
(k − 1)!
where Γ(k, µ) denotes the upper incomplete Gamma function.
C. Traffic Model
We use the following probabilistic traffic model. Time is
divided into periods of equal duration. In each period, ns of
the n nodes are selected as senders. Each sender randomly
picks an arbitrary node as destination, which must be located
within the maximum pathloss range
(
) α1
pt
dmax =
(5)
pmin
r
from the sender. The overall traffic load in the network is thus
ns concurrent transmissions per time period.
D. Interference Model
Let us now consider the interference at the destination.
The node that transmits the desired signal (sender) is indexed
by i = 0. All other nodes transmitting at this time instant
cause interference at the destination. We denote the number
of interferers with k. The instantaneous value of the overall
interference pI is a sum
pI =

k
∑

pr,i

(6)

i=1

of exponentially distributed random variables pr,i . The expected values p̄r,i are in general different, as the distances
di from the interfering nodes are different. Therefore, the sum
pI follows a generalized Erlang distribution (for a definition
see [4], pp. 41ff), which is a special case of the phase-type
(PH) distribution. The corresponding pdf is given by
fpI (x) = −β exΘ Θ1k ,
with β = (1, 0, . . . , 0) and 1k = (1, . . . , 1) being
length k, and Θ representing the (k × k)-matrix
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The expected value of this generalized Erlang distribution is
p̄I =

k
∑
i=1

p̄r,i = pt

k
∑
i=1

d−α
,
i

(9)

and its variance is given by
var(pI ) =

k
∑

p̄2r,i .

(10)

i=1

The instantaneous signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio
(SINR) at the receiver is then given by
pr,0
(11)
SINR :=
N0 B + pI
with N0 denoting noise power spectral density (in W/Hz) and
B denoting the transmission bandwidth (in Hz).
E. Transmission Methods
This paper compares four transmission methods: The first
method is direct transmission, in which a source node sends a
packet directly to its destination node. The channel coherence
time is assumed to be greater than the packet duration. This
method serves as reference method. The second method is
called double data rate. It is identical to direct transmission,
except that it uses twice the data rate, by applying a higherorder modulation scheme. As a consequence, the duration of
each packet is halved.
For the third method, the source node is exploiting time
diversity by sending each packet twice. For fairness reasons
the data rate is doubled. This reduces the interference for
each of the two packets by a factor of two due to the halved
packet duration. Since, however, each packet is sent twice,
the expected interference power caused per transmission is the
same as for direct transmission. Due to our assumptions on the
channel coherence time, the channel state stays the same for
both packets. The interference, however, can change during
this time period since in each time slots randomly selected
sources start new transmissions while other transmissions end.
The transmission succeeds if the destination is able to decode
at least one of the two packets correctly.
The fourth method is cooperative relaying. Here, the source
sends a packet to its destination. All other nodes in reception
range of the source are trying to overhear this packet. If
none of them successfully receives the packet, no relaying
is done. Otherwise, one of the nodes that has successfully
received and decoded the packet is randomly selected to serve
as relay for this transmission. This implies that a decode-andforward scheme is used. The random relay selection serves
as a bound for cooperative relaying since the performance
can be improved by applying more sophisticated relay selection schemes [5]. It forwards the packet to the destination
independent of whether the destination already received the
message from the source or not. Similar to time diversity, the
interference power may be different for both packets received
by the destination since the set of active senders may change.
For fairness reasons, the data rate is again doubled in
this method. The transmission is successful if at least one
packet can be decoded (selection combining). The expected
interference power caused by each transmission is the same
as for direct transmission. The states for all three channels
(source to destination, source to relay, and relay to destination)
are stochastically independent due to spatial diversity.

For the purpose of a fair comparison, we want to use the
same amount of transmit energy in all transmission methods.
Since time diversity and relaying send two packets for a
given transmission, half of the energy should be used for each
packet. Thus, the energy per bit has to be halved, which can
be achieved by either sending with half transmission power or
double bit rate.
In this paper, we use different bit rates. If br is the bit rate of
direct transmission, 2br is the bit rate of double data rate, time
diversity, and cooperative relaying. The different bit rates are
implemented using different modulation schemes. For direct
transmission, we apply QPSK (quadrature phase shift keying),
whose bit error probability is [6]
(√
)
1
Pb = erfc
SINR .
(12)
2
For all other methods, we use 16-QAM (quadrature amplitude
modulation); its bit error probability can be approximated with
[6]
(√
)
1
2
Pb ≈ erfc
SINR .
(13)
2
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III. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
A. Simulation Setup
We use four simulation scenarios (see Table I), which differ
in the distribution of the nodes and the selection criterion for
the destination. The distribution of nodes is explained in Section II-B. The destination is always selected at random from
the set of nodes located within the maximum pathloss range
of the sender. In scenarios with no criteria, the destination is
selected randomly from all nodes in this range, independent of
whether or not the node is already receiving or transmitting.
In scenarios with only idle nodes, the destination is randomly
chosen from the nodes in range that are currently neither
transmitting nor receiving.

The other parameters have been chosen from state-of-the-art
wireless technologies.
TABLE II
S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter
Number of nodes
Area
Node density
Duration
Transmitters per time unit
Transmission power
Receiver sensitivity
Maximum transmission range
Packet length
Pathloss exponent
Bit rate with QPSK
Noise spectral density
Bandwidth
Thinning range
Thinning limit

1
2
3
4

The simulation parameters are given in Table II. Some
parameters must be chosen carefully, to achieve meaningful
simulation results:
• The node density is chosen to achieve a good tradeoff
between a reasonable number of neighbors per sender
and a feasible simulation time.
• The expected interference power at a given time instant
can be chosen by defining the number of nodes transmitting simultaneously (only in discrete steps). Hence,
the simulation area has to be large enough to allow for a
sufficiently high granularity of the simulated interference.
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(a) Overall success rates.
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Scenario
Scenario
Scenario
Scenario

dest. selection
no criteria
only idle nodes
no criteria
only idle nodes

Value
2000
300002 m2
2.2 · 10−6
10000 time periods
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0 dBm
−94 dBm
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1024 bit
3
250 kbps
4.003886 · 10−21 J
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node distribution
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(b) Relative success frequencies.
Fig. 1.

Successful transmissions in Scenario 1.

B. Simulation Results
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(a) Cooperative relaying vs. direct transmission.
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The first simulation compares all four transmission methods
in Scenario 1. Figure 1 shows (a) the number of successful
transmissions and (b) the fraction of successful transmissions
as a function of the number of concurrent transmissions ns . We
can partition the plot into three regimes: the low interference
regime (ns = 1 . . . 8), the medium interference regime (ns =
8 . . . 15), and the high interference regime (ns > 15).
In the low interference regime, the main limiting factor
for transmission success is the channel state due to Rayleigh
fading. Here, cooperative relaying shows the best performance.
All other methods are about the same.
As the traffic load increases (medium interference regime),
we can observe two major effects: First, double data rate
transmission is outperforming both direct transmission and
time diversity. The reason for this behavior is that double data
rate transmissions generate only half of the interference than
all other methods. Therefore, the slope of the curve is reduced,
leading to a better performance in high interference situations.
Second, direct transmission is outperforming time diversity,
since the interference of two consecutive time slots is highly
correlated. Note that this correlation is independent of the
channel states that are assumed to be uncorrelated. Hence,
if the first transmission fails, the second is also very likely to
fail.

In the high interference regime, double data rate transmissions outperform cooperative relaying due to the lower
interference. Here, we can speak of a purely interferencelimited scenario. As the traffic load increases much further,
the number of successful transmissions does no longer increase
but experiences a saturation effect.
For high traffic loads in Scenario 1, the source is likely to select a non-idle node as destination (no criteria). In Scenario 2
only idle nodes are allowed to be destinations. Hence, as can
be seen in Figure 2, in the high interference regime we can
observe a slight improvement of the performance compared to
Scenario 1. The difference is, however, very small; but it would
be significantly higher for a higher number of concurrent transmissions (not shown on the figure). In the low and medium
interference regimes there is no difference at all. For double
data rate transmissions there can be no difference observed in
Figure 2 due to the reduced interference. Again, for a higher
number of concurrent transmissions a difference would occur.

fraction of succ. transmissions

A simulation run comprises 10000 time periods for each
traffic load (ns = 1, . . . , 40) and each transmission method.
In each time period a fixed number ns of senders and corresponding destinations are randomly selected. The duration
of a transmission is two time periods for direct transmission
and one time period for the other methods. During simulation
we collect the following statistics: the overall number of
transmissions, the number of successful transmissions, the
number of successful packet deliveries for time diversity and
cooperative relaying, and the average distances between the
nodes.

(b) Time diversity vs. double data rate.
Fig. 3.

Relative success frequencies for Scenarios 1 and 3.

fraction of succ. transmissions

When comparing Scenarios 3 and 4 similar effects can be
observed; a plot with this comparison is therefore omitted.
Figure 3 compares the transmission methods on homogeneous and inhomogeneously distributed nodes (Scenario 1 vs.
Scenario 3). The trends are similar for both homogeneously
and inhomogeneously distributed nodes. There is, however, a
significant difference: All methods except direct transmission
improve their performance for inhomogeneously distributed
nodes, which are the methods that use 16-QAM. This effect
can be explained by an improved SINR due to a lower average
distance between source and destination (and also to the relay
nodes).
The lack of improvement for direct transmission is due to
the fact that a lower-order modulation scheme has a weaker
dependence on a good SINR than a higher-order modulation
scheme. Therefore, the advantage of both double data rate
and cooperative relaying over direct transmission is higher for
inhomogeneously distributed nodes.
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(b) Time diversity vs. double data rate.
Fig. 4.

Relative success frequencies for Scenarios 2 and 4.

In Scenario 4 an increase of the performance in the high
interference regime compared to Scenario 3 can be observed.
This difference is again due to non-idle destination nodes in
this scenario. Overall, Scenario 4 leads to the highest network
capacity.
As shown in Figure 4, an inhomogeneous node distribution shows an advantage especially for cooperative relaying,
independent of the traffic load. A similar behavior can also
be observed for double data rate and time diversity (shown
in Figure 4(b)). However, direct transmission performs similar
for homogeneous and inhomogeneous node distributions. The
reasons for this behavior are the same as described in the
comparison of Scenarios 1 and 3.
IV. R ELATED W ORK
The authors of [7] simulate the performance of cooperative
diversity strategies in interference-limited ad hoc networks.
They conclude that the gain of cooperative diversity depends
heavily on the chosen cooperative strategy and on the resource
allocation strategy. Contrary to our work, the nodes are distributed on a grid in a deterministic manner and each node
can only transmit to the surrounding 8 nodes.
The paper [8] simulates the throughput performance of
a 10-user ad hoc network employing cooperative diversity
techniques; 20 random topologies are regarded. The average
throughput for different system loads with cooperative relaying
is obtained and compared to the IEEE 802.11 standard without
relaying.
Paper [9] analyzes the capacity of wireless networks under
the relay traffic pattern. In the underlying model there is only
one source-destination pair present, while the other nodes act
as relays during the transmission. The authors derive upper
and lower bounds for the network capacity and show that
these bounds are equal when the number of nodes approaches
infinity.
The performance of three different relaying strategies are
investigated in [10]. The results are based on the study of
the transmissions of one source-destination pair, where either
one or two relay nodes are placed in between. These results,
however, do not consider the effects of interference caused by
concurrent transmissions of other nodes in the network.
The authors of [11] propose and study a receiver-centric
model of interference, where each node possibly disturbs the
transmission of other nodes that are located within a defined
interference radius. The degree of interference at a certain
receiver depends on the number of interference radii that cover
this receiver. In contrast to the paper at hand there is a strict
border that determines if a sender interferes with other nodes.
For theoretical approaches for modeling interference, the
following papers can be considered: Article [12] derives
analytical expressions for different measures of the network
throughput in wireless networks. It classifies the networks in
an uncertainty cube regarding node placement, fading, and
MAC protocols and derives analytical results. A comprehensive overview of these results can also be found in [13]. In
contrast to our work transmission success is determined based

on a threshold value for SINR. Further, we contribute by also
considering inhomogeneous node distributions.
In [14] the author derives the probability density functions
for the SINR and the bit error probability for Rayleigh
fading channels. An additive interference model and a capture
threshold model for random access networks and scheduled
networks are discussed in [15].
The paper [16] proposes an interference model for microcellular networks, which incorporates user terminal mobility
and radio propagation parameters.
In [17] the authors present a circle-based interference model.
The circles are chosen based on the magnitude of interference
caused by a node located within it. Using these circles, the
authors estimate the transmission success probability. In [18]
also a multiple circle model is introduced. The authors use
it to compute transmission success probability and apply the
model to a MAC protocol. The major difference to [17] is
the hard cutoff for the SINR value instead of a mapping from
SINR to bit error probability.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F URTHER W ORK
In the paper at hand a simulation-based study of direct
transmission, double data rate transmission, time diversity, and
cooperative relaying in interference-limited dense networks
is presented. The comparisons are conducted on scenarios
that differ in the node distribution (homogeneous vs. inhomogeneous distribution) and the criterion for selecting the
destination (all nodes vs. only idle nodes).
Under the assumptions given, the main results can be
summarized as follows: Cooperative relaying methods are
performing well in all scenarios, especially better than direct
communication. In interference-limited networks it is, however, advantageous to use higher-order modulation schemes or
even adaptive modulation instead of cooperative relaying if no
combining techniques are used. The improvement of the SINR
due to the reduced interference is outbalancing the diversity
gain of cooperative relaying. When applying both cooperative
relaying and high modulation schemes, the higher interference
of relaying is decreasing the performance significantly.
Regarding the criterion for selecting the destination nodes, a
slight performance improvement can be achieved by selecting
only idle nodes as destinations. For real protocols, however,
the signaling overhead for identifying idle nodes as potential
destinations has to be considered. Here, a more detailed
analysis has to be performed to determine whether applying
such a criterion is still advantageous.
Our next steps comprise a deeper analysis of more sophisticated cooperative relaying (on demand relaying) and time
diversity algorithms that send the second packet only if necessary. This, on the one hand, minimizes the interference but,
on the other hand, introduces additional signaling overhead.
Besides that, we will perform an analytical investigation of the
success probabilities for different transmission methods, based
on the statistical channel model presented in this paper.
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